PMP CORE BANK PLAN
Our Core Bank Plan…short and simple:
1. You send us as many cores as you intend to have remanufactured within one year. These
can be mechanical computers, meters, valves, pumping units, printers, cash drawers, vapor
recovery pumps and motors, electric resets, pulsers, ticket printers and registers or any other
product remanufactured by PMP.
2. You order items from your core bank as you need them. We will always first utilize your
core that will cost you the least.

The benefits to you are:
1. Shorter turn-around time. Once you have a PMP core bank, we can process your orders for
those immediately rather than having to wait for the time it takes a core shipment to get to
us.
2. You gain space by not having to store cores.
3. You can reduce freight charges by making larger shipments at reduced rates. When a
shipment is over 300 lbs., we will pay the freight. See our Freight Plan (page 8) for more
details.
Our Core Bank is designed to help you. Please contact us for more information or if you have any
questions on how the PMP core bank works. You may request a copy of your core bank contents at
any time.
Obsolete Cores
Over time, certain products in the PMP Core Bank become obsolete. Additionally, an individual
account may accumulate more cores of a particular type than they rarely order. Warehousing
obsolete and excess cores is expensive. If you have cores in your core bank for products that you
have not ordered in over 2 years, PMP reserves the right to dispose of those cores. If PMP needs to
reduce your core bank balance for any other reason, we will contact you to discuss either disposing
of the cores or shipping them back to you at your expense.

All product or company’s names, trade names, trademarks, parts numbers and part descriptions may be the trademarks of their
respective owners, and are used for reference or identification purposes only. PMP does not claim any right to or affiliation with
such owners. The PMP product described here is manufactured or remanufactured and sold by PMP and is not the product of any
other identified manufacturer.
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